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Abstract—Driver gaze has been shown to be an excellent
surrogate for driver attention in intelligent vehicles. With the
recent surge of highly autonomous vehicles, driver gaze can be
useful for determining the handoff time to a human driver.
While there has been significant improvement in personalized
driver gaze zone estimation systems, a generalized system which
is invariant to different subjects, perspectives and scales is
still lacking. We take a step towards this generalized system
using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). We finetune 4
popular CNN architectures for this task, and provide extensive
comparisons of their outputs. We additionally experiment with
different input image patches, and also examine how image size
affects performance. For training and testing the networks, we
collect a large naturalistic driving dataset comprising of 11 long
drives, driven by 10 subjects in two different cars. Our best
performing model achieves an accuracy of 95.18% during cross-
subject testing, outperforming current state of the art techniques
for this task. Finally, we evaluate our best performing model
on the publicly available Columbia Gaze Dataset comprising of
images from 56 subjects with varying head pose and gaze direc-
tions. Without any training, our model successfully encodes the
different gaze directions on this diverse dataset, demonstrating
good generalization capabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
ACCORDING to a recent study [1] on ‘takeover time’in driverless cars, drivers engaged in secondary tasks
exhibit larger variance and slower responses to requests to
resume control. It is also well known that driver inattention is
the leading cause of vehicular accidents. According to another
study [2], 80% of crashes and 65% of near crashes involve
driver distraction.
Surveys on automotive collisions [3], [4] demonstrated that
drivers were less likely (30%-43%) to cause an injury related
collision when they had one or more passengers who could
alert them to unseen hazards. It is therefore essential for
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) to capture these
distractions so that the driver can be alerted or guided in case
of dangerous situations. This ensures that the handover process
between the driver and the self driving car is smooth and safe.
Driver gaze is an important cue to recognize driver distrac-
tion. In a study on the effects of performing secondary tasks
in a highly automated driving simulator [5], it was found that
the frequency and duration of mirror-checking reduced during
secondary task performance versus normal, baseline driving.
Alternatively, Ahlstrom et al. [6] developed a rule based 2-
second ’attention buffer’ framework which depleted when the
driver looked away from the field relevant to driving (FRD);
and it starts filling up when the gaze direction is redirected
towards FRD. Driver gaze activity can also be used to predict
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Fig. 1: Where is the driver looking? Can a universal machine
vision based system be trained to be invariant to drivers,
perspective, scale, etc.?
driver behavior [7]. Martin et al. [8] developed a framework
for modeling driver behavior and maneuver prediction from
gaze fixations and transitions.
While there has been a lot of research in improving
personalized driver gaze zone estimation systems, there has
been little progress in generalizing this task across different
drivers, cars, perspectives and scale. We make an attempt in
that direction using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs).
CNNs have shown tremendous promise in the fields of image
classification, object detection and recognition. CNNs are
also good at transfer learning. Oquab et al. [15] showed
that image representations learned with CNNs on large-scale
annotated datasets can be efficiently transferred to other visual
recognition tasks. Therefore, instead of training a network
from scratch, we adopt the transfer learning paradigm, where
we finetune four different networks which have been trained
to achieve state of the art results on the ImageNet [16] dataset.
We analyze the effectiveness of each network in generalizing
driver gaze zone estimation, by evaluating them on a large
naturalistic driving dataset collected over 11 drives by 10
different subjects, in two different cars, each with slightly
different camera settings and fields of view (Fig. 1).
The main contributions of this work are: a) A systematic
ablative analysis of different CNN architectures and input
strategies for generalizing driver gaze zone estimation systems
b) Comparison of the CNN based model with some other state
of the art approaches and, c) A large naturalistic driving dataset
with extensive variability.
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TABLE I: Selected research studies on vision based driver gaze zone estimation systems in recent years.
Research Study Objective Camera Features Cross drivertesting
Number
of
Zones
Classifier
Tawari and
Trivedi ’14 [9]
Gaze zone estimation
using head pose dynamics
2 cameras
with switching
Head Pose static features
(yaw, pitch, roll),
Head Pose dynamic features
(6 per pose angle)
No 8 RandomForest
Tawari et
al ’14 [10]
Gaze zone estimation
using head and eye cues
2 cameras
with switching
Head pose (yaw, pitch, roll),
Horizontal gaze,
Vertical gaze
No 6 RandomForest
Vasli et
al ’16 [11]
Gaze zone estimation
using fusion of geometric
and learning based method
1 Camera
Head Pose (yaw, pitch, roll),
3d gaze, 2d - horizontal
and vertical gaze
No 6 SVM
Fridman et
al ’16 [12]
Gaze zone estimation
using spatial configurations
of facial landmarks
1 Camera
(Grayscale)
3 angles of each
triangles resulting from
Delaunay triangulation
over 19 facial landmarks
Yes 6 RandomForest
Fridman et
al ’16 [13]
Gaze zone estimation
using head and eye pose
1 Camera
(Grayscale)
Head pose using nonlinear
classification of facial feature,
Pupil detection
Yes 6 RandomForest
Choi et
al ’16 [14]
Gaze zone estimation
using CNN 1 Camera
Automatically learned
using a Convolutional,
Neural Network
No 9 Conv Net
This study Generalized Gaze zoneestimation using CNNs 1 Camera
Automatically learned
using a Convolutional
Neural Network
Yes 7 Conv Net
II. RELATED RESEARCH
Driver monitoring has been a long standing research prob-
lem in computer vision. For an overview on driver inattention
monitoring systems, readers are encouraged to refer to a
review by Dong et al. [17].
A prominent approach for driver gaze zone estimation is
remote eye tracking. However, remote eye tracking is still
a very challenging task in the outdoor environment. These
systems [18]–[21] rely on near-infrared (IR) illuminators to
generate the bright pupil effect. This makes them sensitive
to outdoor lighting conditions. Additionally, the hardware
necessary to generate the bright eye effect hinders system
integration. These specialized hardware also require a lengthy
calibration procedure which is expensive to maintain due to
constant vibrations and jolts experienced during driving.
Owing to the above mentioned limitations, vision based
systems appear to be an attractive solution for gaze zone
estimation. These systems can be grouped into two categories:
Techniques that only use the head pose [9], [22] and those
that use the driver’s head pose as well as gaze [10], [23],
[24]. Driver head pose provides a decent estimate of the coarse
gaze direction. For a good overview of vision based head pose
estimation systems, readers are encouraged to refer to a survey
by Murphy-Chutorian et al. [25]. However, methods which rely
on head pose alone fail to discriminate between adjacent zones
separated by subtle eye movement, like front windshield and
speedometer. Tawari et al. [9] combined static head pose with
temporal dynamics in a multi-camera framework to obtain a
more robust estimation of driver gaze. However, the problem
of classifying driver gaze direction when he keeps his head
static and uses only his eyes to look at different zones still
persists.
It is therefore essential to ’look at’ the driver’s eyes. Tawari
et al. [10] combined head pose with the features extracted
from facial landmarks on the eyes and achieved impressive
results. Vasli et al. [11] further used a fusion of head pose,
features extracted from the eye as well as features obtained
from the geometric constraints of the car to classify the
driver’s gaze into six zones. Fridman et al. [13] also combined
head pose and eye pose to classify driver gaze into 6 zones.
The evaluations were commendably done on a large dataset
comprising of 40 different drivers.
There are two problems with the approaches described
above: 1) Because they involve a complex pipeline of face
detection, landmark estimation, pupil detection and finally
feature extraction, the decision made by the classifier is
completely dependent on the individual sub modules working
correctly. 2) The hand crafted features designed from facial
landmarks on the eyes are not completely robust to variations
across different drivers, cars and seat positions.
These problems come to light when the system is evaluated
across variations like different subjects, cars, cameras and seat
positions. To the best of our knowledge, the research studies
by Fridman et al. [12], [13] are the only ones apart from ours
that perform cross driver testing (testing the system on drivers
not seen during training) for the gaze zone estimation task. In
their analysis on a huge dataset of 40 drivers, it was seen that
in 40% of the total annotated frames, the face or the pupil
was not detected. Accurately detecting facial landmarks and
pupils in real time under harsh illumination conditions inside
a car is still a very challenging task, especially for profile
faces. Further, they employ a high confidence decision pruning
of 10 i.e. they only make a decision when the ratio of the
highest probability predicted by the classifier to the second
highest probability is greater than 10. This shows that their
Fig. 2: Illustration of the driver gaze zones considered in
this study. We also highlight the approximate locations of the
camera used to capture the input images.
model does not generalize well to new drivers and overall, the
decision making ability of their model is finally limited to 1.3
frames per second (fps) in a 30 fps video. A system with a low
decision rate would miss several glances for mirror checks (a
typical quick check of the rearview mirror or speedometer lasts
less than a second). This would make such a system unusable
for monitoring driver attention.
A summary of recent studies on gaze zone estimation
(involving 6 or more zones) using Naturalistic Driving Data
(NDS) is shown in Table I. As can be seen, there are not
many research studies on the effectiveness of CNNs for
predicting the driver’s gaze. Choi et al. [14] use a five layered
convolutional neural network to classify the driver’s gaze into
9 zones. However, to the best of our knowledge, they do
not conduct cross driver testing. In this study, we further
systematize this approach by having separate subjects in the
train and test sets. We also evaluate our model across variations
in the camera position and field of view. This helps us test the
generalization capability of CNNs for the gaze zone estimation
task.
III. DATASET
Extensive naturalistic driving data was collected to enable
us to train and evaluate our convolutional neural network
models. Ten subjects drove two different cars instrumented
with two inside looking cameras as well as one outside looking
camera. The inside looking cameras capture the driver’s face
from different perspectives: one is mounted near the rear view
mirror while the other is mounted near the A-pillar on the
side window. The camera suite is time synchronized with all
cameras capturing color video streams at 30 frames per second
and a resolution of 2704 x 1524 pixels. The high resolution
and the wide field of view captures both the driver and the
passenger in a single frame.
While only images from the camera mounted near the rear-
view mirror were used for our experiments, the other views
were given to to a human expert for labeling the ground truth
gaze zone. Seven different gaze zones (Fig. 2) are considered
in our study- front windshield, right, left, center console
(infotainment panel), center rear-view mirror, speedometer as
well as an ‘eyes closed’ state which usually occurs when the
driver blinks.
11 different drives were recorded on different days and also
at different times of the day. This was to ensure that our dataset
TABLE II: Dataset: Weather during the drive and driver’s age
and gender
Drive Weather Time of drive Driver’s age Gender
1 Cloudy 14:30 - 15:15 20-25 Male
2 Sunny 16:30 - 17:05 25-30 Male
3 Sunny 15:15 - 16:10 20-25 Male
4 Sunny 13:45 - 14:15 20-25 Female
5 Rainy 12:10 - 13:20 60-65 Male
6 Sunny 17:10 - 17:40 20-25 Female
7 Sunny 12:20 - 12:50 20-25 Male
8 Sunny 16:05 - 16:30 20-25 Male
9 Cloudy 7:30 - 9:15 25-30 Female
10 Sunny 14:00 - 16:00 25-30 Female
11 Cloudy 11:45 - 12:30 20-25 Male
TABLE III: Dataset: Number of annotated frames, frames used
for training, and frames used for testing per gaze zone
Gaze Zones Annotated frames Training Testing
Forward 21522 3505 1023
Right 4216 3195 1021
Left 4751 3725 1022
Center Stack 4143 2831 1159
Rearview Mirror 4489 3533 956
Speedometer 4721 3580 1140
Eyes Closed 3673 2565 1093
Total 47515 22934 7414
contains sufficient variation in weather and consequently light-
ing. 10 different subjects participated in these drives. Table II
describes the weather conditions for each drive and also lists
the driver’s age and gender.
The frames for each zone were collected from a large
number of ’events’ separated well across time. An event is
defined as a period of time in which the driver only looks at
a particular zone. In a naturalistic drive, front facing events
last for a longer time and also occur with highest frequency.
Events corresponding to zones like Speedometer or Rearview
Mirror usually last for a much smaller time and are sparser
compared to front facing events. The objective of collecting
the frames from a large number of events is to ensure sufficient
variability in the head pose and pupil locations in the frames,
as well as to obtain varied illumination conditions. Table III
shows the distribution of the number of labeled frames per
gaze zone.
Since forward facing frames dominate the dataset, they are
sub-sampled to create a balanced dataset. Further, the dataset is
divided such that drives from 7 subjects are used for training,
while the drives from the remaining 3 subjects are used for
testing to satisfy the cross subject testing requirement. This is
particularly important as it helps us give an insight on whether
the model generalizes well to different drivers. Table III shows
the number of frames per zone finally used in our train and test
datasets. The training set is further split into two subsets so as
to create a validation set. We use a validation set comprising
of 5% of the training images. We ensured that the images of
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Fig. 3: An overview of the proposed strategy for selecting the
best performming CNN architecture and the best technique
for pre-processing images, for the gaze zone estimation task.
The whole process is divided into two blocks- the input pre-
processing block, and the network finetuning block. Only one
of the four input pre-processing technique and one of four
CNN architectures are chosen during both training and testing.
the training and validation set are not just different, but are
also well separated in time. This is because frames captured at
a particular time are very similar to each other. If we randomly
divide the training set, we will end up having similar images
in both training and validation sets which is not desirable.
Fig. 1 shows some sample instances of drivers looking at
different gaze zones. The videos were deliberately captured
across different drives with different fields of view (wide angle
vs normal). All subjects were also asked to adjust their seat
positions according to their comfort. We believe that such
variations in the dataset are necessary to build and evaluate
a robust model that generalizes well.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
Fig. 3 describes our strategy for selecting the best per-
forming CNN architecture and the best technique for pre-
processing images for the gaze zone estimation task. It consists
of two major blocks, namely: a) Input pre-processing block
and, b) Network finetuning block. The input pre-processing
block extracts the sub image from the raw input image that
is most relevant for gaze zone estimation. We consider four
different pre-processing techniques. In the network finetuning
block, we finetune four different CNNs using the sub images
output by the input pre-processing block.
Thus, we train 16 different CNNs, where each individual
CNN was tuned on our validation set. We report the perfor-
mance for each of the models (both accuracy and inference
times) on the test set in Section V. Such ablation studies are
very common in the recent literature [26], [27] and can be
used by a researcher to select a model based on their accu-
racy/runtime requirements. The following subsections describe
the input pre-processing block, the network finetuning block
and the training process in greater detail.
A. Network finetuning block
We finetune four CNNs which were originally trained on the
ImageNet dataset [16]. We consider the following options: a)
AlexNet, introduced by Krizhevsky et al. [28] b) VGG with 16
layers, introduced by Simonyan et al. [27] c) ResNet with 50
layers, introduced by He et al. [26] and d) SqueezeNet, intro-
duced by Iandola et al. [29]. The motivation behind finetuning
four different networks is to determine which network works
best as well as to gain greater insights on the architectural
details like depth, layers, kernel sizes and model sizes and
how they affect the gaze zone classification task.
AlexNet is an eight layer CNN consisting of five convo-
lution layers and two fully connected layers followed by a
softmax layer. The first convolution layers have a large kernel
size of 11× 11 with a stride of 5, followed by 5× 5 kernels
in the 2nd layer and 3 × 3 kernels in the subsequent layers.
VGG16 consists of 16 convolution and fully connected layers
with a homogeneous architecture that only performs 3 × 3
convolutions and 2×2 pooling from the beginning to the end.
Special skip connections were introduced in ResNet. It consists
of 7×7 convolutions in the first layer followed by 3×3 kernels
in the subsequent layers. SqueezeNet consists of fire modules
which are a special connection of 1×1 and 3×3 kernels. It has
a very small model size and thus, the feasibility of FPGA and
embedded deployment. Both Resnet50 and SqueezeNet have
a gloabal average pooling layer at the end of the network.
SqueezeNet follows up the global average pooling layer with
the softmax non-linearity whereas Resnet50 includes a fully
connected layer in between the pooling and softmax layers.
B. Input pre-processing block
We choose four different approaches (Fig. 4) for prepocess-
ing the inputs to the CNNs while training. In the first case,
driver’s surround, which we call the Face-embedded field of
view(FoV), was used as an input. This corresponds to the
large sub image from the original image between the rearview
mirror and (driver’s) left rearview mirror. The head of the
driver will always lie in this subimage. This will help us
evaluate whether we can train our network directly from the
input images, thereby skipping the face detection step. In the
second case, driver’s face was detected and used as an input to
the CNNs. The face detector presented by Yuen et al. [30] was
used in our experiments. In the third pre processing strategy,
some context was added to driver’s face by extending the face
bounding box in all directions. The thought process behind
adding context to the driver’s face is to learn features which
determine the position of the driver’s head with respect to
his fixed surroundings. Adding context has given a boost in
performance in several computer vision problems and this
input strategy will help us determine whether it’s the same
for the driver gaze zone classification task. In the fourth pre-
processing approach, only the top half of the face was used
as an input. The extracted images were all resized to 224x224
or 227x227 according to the network requirements and finally,
the mean was subtracted.
C. Training
For AlexNet and VGG16 and Resnet50 architectures, we
replace the last layer of the network (which has 1000 neurons)
with a new fully connected layer with 7 neurons and add
Fig. 4: Different region crops on the input image that are used
to train the CNNs. The crop regions are color coded for clarity.
a softmax layer on top of it. For SqueezeNet, we limit the
number of kernels in the last convolution layer from 1000
to 7. We initialize the newly added layers using the method
proposed by He et al. [31]. We finetune the entire network
using our training data. Since the networks are already pre-
trained on a very large dataset, we use a low learning rate.
For all networks, we start with a hundredth of the learning
rate used to train the respective networks and observe the
training and validation loss and accuracy. If the loss function
oscillates, we further decrease the learning rate. It was found
that a learning rate of 4× 10−4 works well with SqueezeNet
while a learning rate of 10−4 works well with the other three
networks. All the networks were finetuned for a duration of
50 epochs with mini batch gradient descent using adaptive
learning rates. Beyond 50 epochs, the networks started to
overfit. Based on GPU memory constraints, batch sizes of 64,
64, 32 and 16 were used for training AlexNet, SqueezeNet,
VGG16 and ResNet50 respectively. The Adam optimization
algorithm, introduced by Kingma and Ba [32], was used.
Data augmentation by flipping or rotating the images wasn’t
performed as it can either potentially change the labels of
the image or generate unrealistic images which won’t be
seen during normal driving. Changing the pixel intensities
was possible but we decided to go against it because our
dataset already had extensive variation in illumination. All
experiments were performed on the Caffe [33] framework.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION
The evaluation of the experiments performed in IV are
presented using three metrics. The first two forms of evaluation
metrics are the macro-average and micro-average accuracy.
They are calculated as:
Macro-average accuracy =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(True positive)i
(Total Population)i
(1)
Micro-average accuracy =
∑N
i=1(True positive)i∑N
i=1(Total Population)i
(2)
where, N = Number of gaze zones.
The third evaluation metric is the N class confusion matrix
where each row represents true gaze zone and each column
represents estimated gaze zone.
The face detector used in our experiments [30] is currently
the best performing face detector on the VIVA-Face dataset
(a) Forward (b) Speedometer (c) Eyes closed
Fig. 5: Example image that illustrates the subtle differences in
the eye when the driver is looking at three different zones.
[34], which comprises of images sampled from 39 naturalistic
driving videos, featuring harsh lighting conditions and facial
occlusions. For a detailed analysis of its performance, readers
are advised to refer to [30]. We observed less than 0.25% false
detections on our training set. As it is very robust, we don’t
check for false detections on our test set and the performance
reported in the following sections will therefore be the true
performance of our system.
A. Analysis of network architectures and different image crop
regions
Table IV presents the macro-average accuracy obtained on
the test set for sixteen different combinations of networks
and image crop regions. Two trends are clearly observable
from Table IV. First, the performance of all three networks
improves as the network is provided a higher resolution image
of the eye while training and testing. It can be seen that all the
networks perform best when only the upper half of the face
is given as an input to the network. Second, the SqueezeNet
architecture consistently outperforms VGG16 which further
outperforms ResNet50 for all different image crop regions.
AlexNet does not do as well as compared to the other three
networks, particularly when the eyes of the driver are a very
small part of the image. Our best performing model is a
finetuned SqueezeNet trained on the images of the upper half
of the face , which achieves an accuracy of 95.18% and clearly
demonstrates the generalization capabilities of the features
learned through CNN.
It is particularly interesting to note the very low performance
of finetuned AlexNet when using the Face-embedded FoV
images as compared to the other three networks. This can
be attributed to the large kernel size (11 × 11) and a stride
of 4 in the first convolution layer. The gaze zones change
with very slight movement of the pupil or eyelid. We feel that
this fine discriminating information of the eye is missed out
in the first few layers due to large convolution kernels and
large strides. In our experiments, we found that the network
easily classifies zones with large head movement (left and
right) whereas it struggles to classify zones with slight eye
movement (Eg. Front, Speedometer and Eyes Closed (Fig. 5)).
The large increase in accuracy when only the top half of the
face is provided as an input as compared to when the large sub
image is provided further confirms the fact. This dependence
on the resolution of the eye seen by the network is further
elaborated upon in V-C.
SqueezeNet consists of a combination of 3 × 3 and 1 × 1
kernels while VGG16 is composed of convolution layers that
perform 3 × 3 convolutions with a stride of 1. These small
TABLE IV: Ablation experiments with different CNNs and
different image crop regions. Macro-average accuracy obtained
for each experiment is tabulated.
Architecture Half Face Face Face+Context
Face Embedded
FoV
AlexNet 88.91 82.08 75.56 62.21
ResNet50 91.66 89.34 86.67 87.04
VGG16 93.36 92.74 91.21 88.92
SqueezeNet 95.18 94.81 92.74 89.37
convolution kernels coupled with the larger depth of the
network allows for learning features which help to discriminate
gaze zones with even slight movements of the pupil or eyelid.
This enable them to perform much better than AlexNet.
With ResNet50, we consistently achieve a slightly lower
accuracy on the test set as compared to SqueezeNet and
VGG16 for all input pre-processing approaches. This could be
again because of the large convolution kernel in the first layer
(7×7). Another possible reason can be the limited amount of
training data to fine tune a much deeper (50-layered) network.
The results in the form of confusion matrices and accura-
cies, when the networks were trained for half face images,
are further shown in Tables V, VII, VIII and IX for finetuned
SqueezeNet, VGG16, AlexNet and Resnet50 respectively.
B. Comparison of our CNN based model with some current
state of the art models
In this section, we compare our best performing model
(SqueezeNet trained on upper half of face images) with some
other recent gaze zone estimation studies. The technique
presented by Tawari et al. [10] was implemented on our dataset
so as to enable a fair comparison. They use a Random Forest
classifier with hand crafted features of head pose and gaze
surrogates which are computed using facial landmarks.
Table V presents the confusion matrix obtained by testing
our finetuned SqueezeNet model while Table VI presents
the confusion matrix obtained by the Random Forest Model.
We see that our CNN based model clearly outperforms the
Random Forest model by a substantial margin of 26.42%.
There are several factors responsible for the low performance
of the Random Forest model. The Random Forest model uses
head pose and gaze angles as the features to discriminate
between different gaze zones and these angles are not robust
to the position and orientation of the driver with respect
to the camera. This problem is further highlighted in our
dataset because it consists of images captured under different
settings of field of view. The angle measures are further
distorted because of incorrect landmark estimation particularly
for profile or partially occluded faces. Further, for determining
the eye openness, the area of the upper eyelid is used in the
Random Forest model. Eye area is again not a robust feature
as it changes with different subjects, different seat position and
TABLE V: Confusion matrix for 7 gaze zones using finetuned
SqueezeNet trained on images containing upper half of the
face.
True Zone Recognized Gaze Zone
Forward 97.65 0 1.17 0 0.68 0.39 0.1
Right 0 100 0 0 0 0 0
Left 3.23 0 94.03 0 0 0.1 2.64
Center Stack 0.09 7.77 0 90.42 0 1.12 0.6
Rearview Mirror 0 0.1 0 0 99.9 0 0.31
Speedometer 5.79 0 0.09 2.63 0 89.21 2.28
Eyes Closed 0.73 0.37 1.83 1.28 0 0.73 95.06
Macro-average Accuracy = 95.18%
Micro-average Accuracy = 94.96%
TABLE VI: Confusion matrix for 7 gaze zones using the
Random Forest model.
True Zone Recognized Gaze Zone
Forward 84.16 0 7.72 0.68 1.47 5.38 0.59
Right 0 99.12 0 0 0.39 0 0.49
Left 6.17 0 71.17 0.33 0.67 1.83 19.83
Center Stack 0.78 8.57 0 32.55 15.41 0 42.68
Rearview Mirror 0 0.84 0 0.21 98.74 0 0.21
Speedometer 27.81 0 6.84 2.89 0 40.96 21.49
Eyes Closed 6.99 4.56 11.36 10.87 7.18 4.37 54.66
Macro-average Accuracy = 68.76%
Micro-average Accuracy = 67.15%
different camera settings. All these factors combined limit the
Random Forest model to generalize, as shown by the results
on our dataset.
We also compare our work with Choi et al. [14], who used
a truncated version of AlexNet and achieved a high accuracy
of 95% on their own dataset. However, to the best of our
knowledge, they don’t do cross driver testing and divide each
drive temporally. The first 70% frames for each drive were
used for training, next 15% frames were used for validation
while the last 15% were used for testing. In our experiments
(Table IV), we show that AlexNet does not perform very well
as compared to the other networks considered by us. When
we tried to replicate their experimental setup by dividing each
drive temporally (thereby training and testing on the images
of same drivers) and using the resized face images as input
to our network, we achieve a very high accuracy of 98.7%.
When tested on different drivers, the accuracy drops down
substantially to 82.5%. This clearly shows that the network is
over fitting the task by learning driver specific features.
TABLE VII: Confusion matrix for 7 gaze zones using fine-
tuned VGG16 trained on images containing upper half of the
face.
True Zone Recognized Gaze Zone
Forward 95.31 0.2 1.56 0 1.76 1.08 0.1
Right 0 99.51 0 0 0.1 0 0.39
Left 1.96 0 85.71 0 0 0.1 12.23
Center Stack 0.17 6.56 0.35 87.58 0.26 4.92 0.17
Rearview Mirror 0 0.21 0 0 99.48 0 0.31
Speedometer 1.49 0.61 0 5.27 0 90.87 1.76
Eyes Closed 0.91 0.82 0.18 0.73 0.09 2.2 95.06
Macro-average Accuracy = 93.59%
Micro-average Accuracy = 93.17%
TABLE VIII: Confusion matrix for 7 gaze zones using fine-
tuned AlexNet trained on images containing upper half of the
face.
True Zone Recognized Gaze Zone
Forward 85.92 0.29 2.05 0 9.68 1.86 0.2
Right 0 99.9 0 0 0 0 0.1
Left 1.57 0 84.54 0.39 0 1.86 11.64
Center Stack 0 9.92 0 74.55 0.52 3.28 11.73
Rearview Mirror 0 1.36 0 0 98.64 0 0
Speedometer 5.61 0 1.32 4.21 0.09 86.49 2.28
Eyes Closed 3.39 0.73 0.64 1.65 0.55 0.73 92.31
Macro-average Accuracy = 88.55%
Micro-average Accuracy = 88.91%
TABLE IX: Confusion matrix for 7 gaze zones using finetuned
ResNet50 trained on images containing upper half of the face.
True Zone Recognized Gaze Zone
Forward 86.12 0.1 2.15 0 9.68 0.49 1.47
Right 0 96.67 0 0.1 0 0 3.23
Left 1.17 0 90.22 0 0.2 0.1 8.32
Center Stack 0.26 6.21 0 89.99 0.26 0 3.28
Rearview Mirror 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
Speedometer 1.49 0 0.35 3.6 0 79.37 15.19
Eyes Closed 0.09 0.18 0.09 0.37 0 0 99.27
Macro-average Accuracy = 91.43%
Micro-average Accuracy = 91.66%
C. How can we get away without face detection?
In V-A, we observed that the finetuned SqueezeNet model
performs very well (Table IV) even on Face-embedded FoV
images. In fact, all finetuned network architectures apart from
AlexNet perform well. In this section, we attempt to under-
stand what the network is learning and determine whether it
is able to focus on driver’s eyes, which is such a small part
of the image.
We consider the finetuned SqueezeNet model for the ex-
periments in this section as it was shown to perform the
best in V-A. In the SqueezeNet architecture, there are no
fully connected layers. The final convolution layer has seven
filters producing seven class activation maps (CAMs) which
correspond to the seven gaze zones considered in this research.
The final convolution layer is followed by the global average
pooling (GAP) layer and finally the softmax layer. Zhou et al.
[35] showed that the GAP layer explicitly enables the CNN to
have remarkable localization ability despite being trained on
image level labels. We see this further in our experiments. We
consider three sample images (Image A, Image B and Image
C) and visualize the seven class activation maps (CAMs)
obtained before the GAP layer. We generate these CAMs when
the SqueezeNet model was finetuned on different image crop
regions i.e. upper half of the face, face bounding box, face and
context and Face-embedded FoV. The generated CAMs were
resized to the size of the image (224 × 224) so as to enable
us to see where the activations localize on the image.
Fig. 6 visualizes all the CAMs. It is composed of four
major rows where each major row corresponds to the networks
trained on different image crop regions. Each major row is
further subdivided into three sub rows, where each sub row
corresponds to the activations visualized over the image crop
regions of the original test image. We gain several insights
from visualizing the CAMs.
First, the activations always localize over the eyes of the
driver. This is true even when the network was trained on Face-
embedded FoV images where the eyes form a really small part
of the image. This is particularly fascinating since the network
was not provided any bounding box labels of the eyes or the
face and it has learned to effectively localize the eyes.
Second, the network also learns to intelligently focus on
either one or both eyes of the driver. This can be observed in
the activations of Image C vs the activations of Images A and
B. In images A and B, the driver is looking at the radio and the
rearview mirror and network uses both the eyes of the driver
to make the decision. In Image C, the driver is looking at the
speedometer and the network only uses the right eye of the
driver to make the decision. The left eye is farther away from
the camera and whenever the driver is looking to his left or
his face is tilted, the left eye is self occluded by the face of the
driver. This is further observed when we look at CAM of the
predicted class for several different images in Fig. 7. Thus, the
network learns to deal with occlusion by intelligently focusing
on either one eye or both eyes of the driver.
Buoyed by the fact that the network learns to localize the
eyes and observing much higher accuracies of the models
trained on upper half of driver’s face, we attempt to train
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Fig. 6: Class activation maps (CAMs) for seven gaze zones considered in this research for three sample images (A, B and C).
The four major rows correspond to the image region crops on which the network was trained on. The green boxes shows the
ground truth class labels while the red boxes shows if the network made an incorrect prediction. It can be observed that our
model learns to localize the eyes of the driver. This is true even when no bounding box labels of the eyes or the face was
provided to the network when it was trained on driver vicinity images.
Prediction: Eyes Closed
Prediction: Left
Prediction: Rearview mirror
Prediction: Left
Prediction: Rearview mirror
Prediction: Forward
Fig. 7: Class activation maps (CAMs) of the predicted class
for different sample images. In the top 3 images, since the left
eye of the driver is occluded by the face, our model learns to
make a decision by looking at only one eye of the driver. In the
bottom three images since both eyes are completely visible,
our model makes a decision by looking at both eyes.
our models on higher resolution Face Embedded FoV images.
Since the SqueezeNet architecture does not contain any fully
connected layers and only convolution layers, it can be fine-
tuned on larger sized images. We believe that the model trained
on upper half face images is able to extract finer features of the
eye like the position and shape of iris and eyelid much better
which explains it’s better performance. Thus, increasing the
resolution of Face Embedded FoV images should also help
the model perform better.
Table X shows the macro-average accuracies obtained by
the network on training with higher resolution Face-embedded
FoV images. The training settings were similar to what was
described in IV-C and only the batch size was changed based
on GPU memory constraints. It can be clearly observed that
on increasing the resolution, the model starts performing
much better. When the network was finetuned on 625 × 625
images, we achieve an accuracy of 92.13%. Even though the
performance is still lower than when the network is trained on
upper half of face images, there is a huge advantage that no
separate face detection step is required. Most modern state of
the art object detectors consist of a region proposal network
(RPN) and a detection network which further refines these
proposals. These detectors are limited to perform real time at
30 fps. If we directly predict the gaze labels by skipping the
face detection step, we only have to perform one forward pass
through the network. This enables our system to perform real
time. Further, the predictions won’t be affected by inaccurate
face detections.
D. Inference time for gaze estimation using different architec-
tures
We analyze the inference time of different CNN architec-
tures used in this research study. The analysis was performed
using Caffe’s Matlab interface on a system with a Titan
X GPU. Table XI lists the run time for a single forward
pass of an image through various networks. As expected, the
run time for AlexNet and SqueezeNet is much faster than
TABLE X: Performance of SqueezeNet architecture trained on
Face embedded FoV images of varying resolutions
Resolution Macro-average accuracy
224× 224 89.37 %
448× 448 90.78 %
625× 625 92.13 %
TABLE XI: Inference times of the various CNNs used in this
research study
CNN Image resolution Run Time (ms)
AlexNet 227× 227 2.3
VGG16 224× 224 10
Resnet50 224× 224 17
SqueezeNet 224× 224 2.5
SqueezeNet 448× 448 4
SqueezeNet 625× 625 6
VGG16 and Resnet50. Thus, finetuned SqueezeNet becomes
the straightforward choice for gaze zone estimation because of
its high performance (both in terms of speed and accuracy).
We see that our standalone system in Section V-C, finetuned
SqueezeNet trained on 625×625 Face Embedded FoV images
which achieves an accuracy of 92.13%, comfortably runs in
real time at 166.7 Hz. Our best performing model, finetuned
SqueezeNet trained on upper half of the face, requires addi-
tional time for face detection. When using the face detector
presented in [30], our system runs at 16 Hz. However, face
detection is not the objective of this research study and the
face detector used by us can be easily replaced by any other
real time face detector or using a combination of detector and
tracker.
VI. GENERALIZATION ON THE COLUMBIA GAZE DATASET
In this section we test the generalization ability of our
model on the Columbia Gaze Dataset [36]. This dataset was
created for sensing eye contact in an image. It has a total of
5,880 high resolution images of 56 subjects (32 males and
24 females) with extensive variability in the ethnicity of the
subjects (21 Asians, 19 Whites, 8 South Asians, 7 Blacks and
4 Hispanics or Latinos). Further, 37 of the 56 subjects wore
prescription glasses.
Subjects were seated at a distance of 2m from the camera
and were asked to look at a grid of dots attached to a wall
in front of them. For each subject, images were acquired for
each combination of five horizontal head poses (0◦, ±5◦,
±30◦), seven horizontal gaze directions (0◦, ±5◦, ±10◦,
±15◦), and three vertical gaze directions (0◦, ±10◦). Thus,
there is a single image corresponding to a total of 105
pose-gaze configurations for each of the 56 subjects.
As the problem (multiclass vs binary classification) and the
dataset (Naturalistic driving data vs carefully collected data in
a lab with a DSLR camera in perfect illumination conditions)
are very different to what we have, we won’t be comparing
our method against theirs. Thus, instead of training a new
network for this task, we run our best performing network on
this dataset and attempt to analyze if our network can encode
the different gaze directions on it. This should be possible as,
on looking closely at the images of this dataset, we found that
a few of the 105 pose-gaze configurations resemble the way
we look forward (or towards other gaze zones) in the car. For
each configuration, we check whether our network outputs a
single gaze zone for majority of the subjects. We do so by
plotting histograms as a bar graph where the y-axis represents
the percentage of 56 subjects that output a particular gaze zone
while the x-axis represents the gaze zones. We also calculate
the normalized entropy for each configuration. Normalized
entropy is defined as
Hn(p) = −
∑
i
pi logb pi
logb n
(3)
where, pi is the fraction of subjects which output a particular
gaze zone, n is the number of classes and Hn(p) ∈ [0, 1]. A
low entropy indicates that the network successfully encodes
the gaze direction.
Fig 8 contains sample images of the dataset for six carefully
chosen configurations with varying head poses and gaze direc-
tions. These configurations resemble the way drivers look at
different gaze zones in a car. Fig 8 also contains the histogram
and the normalized entropy values for each configurations. The
first 4 rows of the figure contains the pose-gaze configurations
in which ’Forward’ was predicted as the gaze zone for majority
of the subjects. This result makes intuitive sense when we have
a closer look at the sample images of these configurations.
In these images, the subjects are looking to the right of the
camera, which is similar to the case of our naturalistic driving
dataset. A closer look at configurations (a-d) also suggests that
the network is not just encoding the head pose but also the gaze
direction of the subjects. The head pose varies significantly in
them but the subjects are still looking to the right of the camera
and our network intuitively predicts ’forward’.
Further, there were a total of 19 different configurations in
which the subjects were looking to the right of the camera
and the vertical gaze was 0◦ or 10◦, where our network
predicts ’forward’ as the gaze zone for more than 70% of the
subjects. When the subjects were looking to the right of the
camera and the vertical gaze was −10◦, the network predicts
’Speedometer’ as seen in configuration f of Fig 8. Similarly,
when the subjects were looking to the left of the camera and
the vertical gaze was −10◦, the network predicts ’Radio’ as
the gaze zone for majority of the subjects as seen in Fig 8
configuration e. Again, looking closely at the sample images
of the subjects in configurations e and f, these resemble very
much the way drivers look at Radio and Speedometer with
half open eyes. Finally, none of the configurations predicted
’Right’, ’Left’ as the majority gaze zone because the grid of
the dots on which the subjects looked at in the Columbia Gaze
Dataset only spanned ±15◦ in the horizontal direction. ’Eyes
Closed’ also wasn’t predicted as the majority gaze zone as the
dataset contains no images in which the eyes of the subjects
are closed.
These results suggest that our best performing model suc-
cessfully encodes the gaze directions even on a completely
new dataset without requiring any sort of training. This isn’t
straightforward because the camera pose in both the datasets
are very different. In the Columbia gaze dataset, the cam-
era was placed at eye level of the subject whereas in our
naturalistic driving dataset, it is placed much above the eye
level (just below the rearview mirror). The orientation of the
camera with respect to the subject was also very different in
both datasets. Further, the dataset contains 56 new subjects of
various ethnicity with a large fraction of them also wearing
prescription glasses. This shows the generalization ability of
our model.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Correct classification of driver’s gaze is important as alerting
the driver at the ’correct time’ can prevent several road
accidents. It will also help autonomous vehicles to determine
driver distraction so as to calculate the appropriate handoff
time to the human driver. In literature, a large progress has
been made towards personalized gaze zone estimation systems
but not towards systems which can generalize to different
drivers, cars, perspective and scale. Towards this end, we
propose to use CNNs to classify driver’s gaze into seven
zones. The evaluations were made on a large naturalistic
driving dataset (NDS) of 11 drives, driven by 10 subjects in 2
separate cars. Extensive ablation experiments were performed
by evaluating the suitability of different CNN architectures
and different input pre processing strategies for the gaze zone
classification task. Four separate CNNs (AlexNet, VGG16,
ResNet50 and SqueezeNet) were fine tuned on the collected
NDS by training them on different image crop regions. It was
found that a fine tuned SqueezeNet when trained on images
of upper half of the face performs the best with an accuracy
of 95.18%. This is a large improvement over existing state of
the art techniques for driver gaze zone classification. It was
also shown that our network learns to localize the eyes of the
driver without requiring any ground truth annotations of the
eye or the face, thereby completely removing the need for
face detection. Our standalone system which does not require
any face detection, performs at an accuracy of 92.13% while
performing real time at 166.7 Hz on a GPU. Finally, we also
showed that our best performing model successfully encodes
the gaze directions on the diverse Columbia Gaze Dataset
without requiring any training on it, thereby confirming its
generalization capabilities.
Future work in this direction will focus on adding more
zones so as to obtain a finer estimate of driver’s gaze. In the
current implementation, the gaze zone predictions are made for
each frame independently. In the future, we will also utilize
temporal context using Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
[37], which will help us capture the transitions from one gaze
zone to another. The challenge with implementing an LSTM
Histogram representing the % of subjects
that output a particular gaze zone
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the particular pose-gaze configuration
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Fig. 8: Sample images from 6 pose-gaze configurations of the Columbia Gaze dataset [36], the histograms of the predicted
gaze zones by our best performing model on those configurations, and the normalized entropy. Our model successfully encodes
the gaze direction on a completely different dataset with different camera pose, 56 new subjects of varying ethnicity with a
large fraction of them wearing glasses. This shows the generalization ability of our model.
will however be to obtain continuous gaze zone image labels as
opposed to labeled frames for discrete events separated across
time.
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